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M I K E  S T R O N G

Bay Area native, Mike "Profit" Strong is considered to be one of the most

multi-faceted entertainers on the circuit. Millions of fans know him as,

"Profit the Problem" from Lifetime's hit show, Vivica's Black Magic. Mike

Strong is the name his mother gave him and the name the acting world fell

in love with. Profit Strong is name leading the industry as an essential

essence visionary.

Mike has made his mark on stages across the country in Je'Caryous

Johnson's - Two Can Play That Game, Set It Off Live, and Redemption of a

Dogg, starring Snoop Dogg. Mike is no stranger to the big or little screen

nor the theatrical stage. He was featured on the HBO series, The Leftovers,

as well as in films, Chocolate City 2: Vegas, Casting the Net (TV Series),

Quarantine, and Wrath of Cain; with the late-icon, Nipsey Hu$$le.

Mike Strong's resume doesn't merely end with film, television, and theatre. Mike

has also been casted for numerous television commercials and some of the

world's largest corporations and brands; Nike, Metro PCS, and T-Mobile. His

drive and unwavering dedication to becoming the best in his artistry has also

landed him roles in music videos with Dr. Dre, Akon, Snoop Dogg, Busta Rhymes,

Britney Spears, & Wiz Khalifa.

Mike uses his talents to navigate a growing and successful career as an actor

and producer. He contains a vision beyond what others can see and brings any

event, show, or movie into a lifetime memory. With his background and

experience, Mike Strong will be an added asset to any company’s brand and/or

production. Whether as a MC/Host, to an Exotic Specialist, to the flow of an

Event Production; you can trust that Mike will provide an aesthetic that will

exceed any expectation.



http://voyagela.com/interview/meet-mike-strong-profit-problem-los-angeles/
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